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HELLENIC INTERLUDE 
A Review of the Medica] Aspects of theB.M.M. to Greece, 1945-1950 

BY 

Colonel G. E. MacALEVEY, C.lJ.E.,D.S.O., M.C. 
- Royrtl Army Medicai Corps 

D.D.M.S. British Military Mission Greece 

IN order to forma picture of the work of the Medical Branch of the B.M.M,. 
to Greece, it is necessary to have some knowledge of the historical background 
of ,thecountry~ , ' , 

Greece has been at war continuously for the last ten years. It was in the 
winter of 1940 that the Greek ,Army commanded by F. M. Papagos heavily 
defeated the invading Italian Forces and, threw them into Albania; then came 
the German invasion. British Land and Air Forces ill-spared from our slender 
res,ources in the Middle East, were thrown in in an unavailing attempt to stem ' 
the tide. ' 

On the capitulation of the Greek Army a small part of itrnanaged to escape 
to the Middle East where the famous Rimini Brigade was formed which 
op~rated alongside the' 8th Army: ' 

, When the British Forces entered Greece in ,1944 in the wake of the retreating 
Germans iheyfoul1d a country exhausted and bleeding from many w~unds. 
with its economy disrupted and suffering from grievous lack of food, clothes 
and the essentials of life. There was no army except the Brigades refern~d to 
above whichha<i been fighting in the Middle East. Many of the cream of the' 
population, potential futiIreleaders, had perished in the resistance movement. 
Practically the whole of Greece~as in the hands of Communists andwithiti 
a few weeks of the liberation civil war broke out. , The handful of British troops 
'in Athens at duit critical tim~ saved the situation and prevented a communist, 
triumph. The communist rebellion, was broken in December 1944,andthere-

'after for some eighteen months an uneasy peace broken by spasmodic 
"inCidents" reigned, during which the communists made their "bllild IIp''' 
underground. In 1947 th~ communists started ~pen" revolt afresh and for 
three years Greece was to suffer again widespread desolation and misery. 

Many thousands of valuable lives have been lost in the struggle and tens 
-of thousands 'of unfortunates ~ade homeless: nor is this, the worst, for thou
sands of families 'mourn children seized froin, them bv the bandits to be brought 

" up behind the Iron Clirtain ,to hate their parents and their country.' ' 
The British Military Mission w~s formed in March 1945 and it was its task 
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G. E. MacAlevey 209 

to advise" and assist the Greek General Staff in the building up of the National 
Army from its tiny nucleus, and to arrange for the provision of equipment and i 

supplies from the U.K. Before the war there had been a French Military 
Mission in Greece and the Army had been organized on the Frenchsysteni; 
now the British system was to be introduced. 

BUILD Up OF THE MEDICAL SERVICES 

The first task was the provisionofa field medical organization. to co~er the 
formations that were in' the pr~cessof being raised. . 

Field Ambulances' were formed arid trained on the British rribdel, some as 
Mountain Field Ampulances, some as Light Field Ambulances. Experimenta-' 

. , tion, trial and error resulted in manychang~s in the type of FieldAnibulance 
and theW.E. for it .. Eventually it was based on the standard British Field 
Ambulance. J:he fundamental difficulty lay in. the fact that the' Greek ,General 
Staff could not. allot (owing to lack of manpower) more than'" one Field 
Ambulance per Division. 'The Field Ambulance could thus fulfil only an 
evacuating role and' was inadequate even' for that. Thelatestorganizati6n of 
the Field Arnbulanteconsists of ten Sections. AHe~dquarter Sectiona,rtclnine: 
others for attachment to. each of the nine battalions of the Division .. ' The' 
arganiza~ion is not finalized and is depenqetlt o~ the eventual. decision on the 
ORBAT of a Division, i.e. whether one, two or. three Field Ambulances will 

. be included. 

Field Surgical Units. . . ' . . 
. These were raised and trained andprov~d to be invaluable .. Eventually it 

proved to be'theF.S.U.s round which i:heA.D.s.M.S. of Divisions formed their 
tactical. plans. anclthe . siting of theseuni ts was always' a matter. for' serious . 
consideration. . ' . 

Field Hygiene Sections. . . 
'. These units were raised and trained in asiIilil~r manner ,to the origimil 

British Units. Eventually they were replaced by Sanitary Sections and Sanitary. 
'. Inspectors, as being too expehsive in manpower, with the exception of .four 

which remained as L. of C.~nd base troops. .' . 

Training Centres. . . . '. .'. 
A Medical Corps Depot and Training Establishment was sited origirtallyin 

Athens and eventually rhovedto Patl-as. Its first O.C. and 2 ilc were officers 
who had had the advantage . of undergoing a .course of instruction at our own 
Depot at Crookham; Recruits were given a six-week training course there after 
leaving their Basic Training Centres. Newly joined M.O.s also underwent 
classes at' the Medical Training Centres. .' 

School for Nurses. 
A Tr.aining centre for nurses was set up in Athens in oneaf the Military 

Hospitals with a view to the formation afan Army Nursing Corps. This had 
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210 Hellenic Interlude' 

the full-time service.of a British Nursing Officer of the Q.A.R.A.N.C. as adviser 
,and tutor. 

MAINLAND 
GREECE. 

. . 

RAILWAYS, I I1 , I I'"' 

LINES OF EVAClIATION_' ____ _ 

r. 
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.2 
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'2 ... 
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S~hoolof Hygiene. .' . . 
This was formed in Athens and courses in Malariology as well as in General 

Hygiene were given to Medical and n,on-rnedicalpetsohneL . . 
At the same time a.buildup of. hospital accornmodation was instituted . 

.. . Fbrward HospitaJls. ." '. . .' 
. L<;>~al civil hospitals or wings ofsuchhospitals or schools were taken over in 

the provincial. towns, and these were the first link between Field Ambulances 
andthe Bas~ Hospitals. In fatt twoofsu~h hospitals were later equipped with 

1 

. I' 
I 
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G. E. MacAlevey 211 

C.C.S. equipment and designated C.C.S.s and acted as, such in the major 
operations which will be considered later, though they were completely static. 

Base Hospitals. 
In Larissa, Salonika and Athens a gradual build up of beds was put in 

motion involving the taking over of schools, University buildings and municipal 
hospitals. . 

It is not to be supposed that these units came into being without many 
difficulties and without long delays. It was not until 1948 that a satisfactory 
build up of hospital beds had beenaCllieved or that the Field l\1edical Units 
were, complefed, 

In July 1946 the British .At:my \Vas fast carrying out itspost-wardemobiliza
tionand the Greek Army took over 'responsibility for Internal Security. It 
was ,as yet not ready and the 'bandits took the opportunity to increase their 

'authority and multiply their activities. Serious reverses led to disorganization 
and demoralization, Political pressure. as . a resu.lt of the popular outcry for 
protection was brought to bear on the Army which resulted" ia, the infantry 
being scattered in small pockets' over the countryside with no real mobility 
and with little control by Brigades and Divisions. 

, .' OPERATIONS, 1947-1949 , 
When in 1947, the Greek Army undertook its first major operations against 

the bandits, Medical units in common with the remainder of the Army were 
to a considerable extent in a state of unpreparedness. Many of the Medical 

'Units shown on the ORBAT did not in point of fact exist and others existed 
orIly in cadre form. Transport vehicles were everywhere deficient. Some types 
of unil3 such as Field Hygiene Sections and Malaria Control Units though 
complete with equipment had only a fraction of their personn~l, others were 
well up to strength but lacked equipment. 

The operations carried out in 1947 were not successful in breakirigbandit 
resistance. The main stronghold of the bandits lay among the mountainlllass 
o~ Mt~, Grammos and Vitsi where the country is almost unbelievably wilqand 
broken. Steep mountain peaks . rise . to 7,000 or 8,000 ft. covered with trees 
and undergrowth to within a thousand feet of their tops. Dividing them are 
deep 'precipitous ravines. The area has a frontage in Greece of some 140 
miles and backs on the states of Albania and Yugoslavia. In these countries 
lay the bandit bases, and a constant stream of supplies and reinforcements 
was in being from these "friendly': countries, 

The enemy were not slow to add to the natural defences with strong pill
boxes, dugouts, etc., so that it is not surprising that the as yet untried G.N.A. 
failed to dislodge them.' Though it was here that the main strength of the 
enemy lay, throtighoutthe whole mainland of Greece and the Peloponese large 
bandit forces werein action necessitating the tying up of troops all over the 
c01.mtry. 
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212 Hellenic Interlude 

Before passing on to the story of 1948, reference must be made to a very 
important change which had taken place in the role of the Mission. 

Britain's own economy was suffering from the.shock of the post-war blizzard 
arid earlyjn 1947 the British Government which hitherto had,provided equip
ment and supplies for the rebuilding of the Greek Army found it obliged to 
announce that it would be unable to continue Greek aid beyond March 31, 
1947. Fortunately the United' States decided to step in and prevent the collapse 
which the withdrawal of British aid threatened. 'As a result of President 
Truman's declaration American equipment and medical supplies now replaced 
the British. -Since, however, the Greek Army was committed t? British organi
zation and training, the British Mission remained in this role while the supply 
side was' taken over by the Americans. , ' 

The change over to American equipment and medical'supplies naturally 
created difficulties, but with the active co-operation of the American Supply 
Officers these were gradually overcome. . 

Reverting once more to the story of the operations-1948 was a year of high 
promise. Many lessons had been learned and morale was high and it was 
hoped that that year would see the end of the bandit menace. 

The year started well with successes in the Olympus area. In March 
operation "Dawn" was mounted with a view to surrounding and liquidating 
some 2,500 bandits in the Roumeli area north of the Gulf of Corinth. This 
operation was very largely successful also but not completely so, as owing t6 
a break in the weather, a portion of the bandits was enabled to escape to the, 
north. Further smaller operations were carried out throughout central Greece 
and in the Peloponese, and the main operation "Crown" was launched on June 
19 against the Grammosarea. The operation was successful in that the' 
position was taken, but the main body of the bandits was, able to step over the 
Albanian boundary and during the winter months the bandit leader Markos 
and his troops were able to infiltrate again over the border and once again turn 
Grammos and Vitsi into a hostile fortress. 

1949 opened very inauspiciously. Two fairly large towns, Naoussa and 
Karpenision, were attacked by bandit forces,'sacked an.d destroyed, and their 
inhabitants murdered or kidnapped. Revolting crimes were committed ~nd 
many hundreds of children were the victims of these savageries. 

However, in, spite of these setbacks which caused a temporary serious 
depression in morale,.a new spirit had arisen in the G.N.A. since the appoint
ment of F. 1\1. (then General) Papagos as C. in c: in January 1949, and the 
planning which had taken place during the witlter was soon to be put to the test,. 

First a series of successful operations cleared the Peloponese. In the mean
time. the Roumeli area was the scene of large-scale operations which ended 
again in incomplete success ,as; though the area was cleared, a fair proportion of 
bandits \'Vere able to escape. Gradually during the early part of the year the 
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C. E. MacAlevey 213 

greater part of Central Greece and Macedonia was cleared leaving the hard nut 
of Vitsi and Grammos yet to be. cracked. ' 

The medical arrangements for these various operations had been fraught 
with great difhcultyc-the nature of the country-wild and roadless, the large 
ai'eas covered by operations necessitating very long and often arduous carries 
imposed great strains on the Medical Services. 

It is to be remembered that only one Field Ambulance was available per 
Division, so that very frequently indeed the local peasant population, where 
available, were called on to help in the carriage of wounded. This they did, 
men and women too, very worthily. The medical plan was basically very 
similar in all cases and depended primarily .on the siting of the F.S.U.s; thence 
the wounded were evacuated to a hospital in the adjacent town. which had 
fornied the base of the operations and thence by r.oad, or sometimes by sea or 
even' by air to the bases of Larissa, Salonika and Athens. . 

During the summer of 1949 plans were worked out and final preparations 
made for the assault on Vitsi and Grammos. . . 

At this time the G.N.A. was disposed in three Army Corps~"A" Corps on 
the left with a responsibility for the southern and western part of Continental 
Greece. "B"Corps in the centre responsible fat the northern and eastern part 
of Continental Gree~e, and "C"Corps on the right responsible for Macedonia; 
With each of these Corps was a 13ritish Liaison Unit which included on its 
establishment a D.A.D.M.S. 

Unfortunately, owing to the shortage of Medical Officers, two of these 
appointments were vaca'ni, one officer acted for both "A'~ and, "13" corps, "C" 
Corps being left without one. . .. 

SinceVitsi and Grammos lay in the areas of '.'A" arid "B" Corps respectively, 
it was on these two Corps that the responsibility for the. campaign devolved. 
A brief account of thes~ final battles, in the clearing of Greece may not be out 
of place. ., . . 

DISPOSITION OF G.N.A. FORMATIONS 

On August 1 G.N.A. formations were as foilow,.~ (see sketch map): 

. "B" Corps-Headquarters Kastoria 
2 Division based on Florina in the North East . 

. 11 Division south of 2 Division. 
10 Division and 3 (Commando) Division in the south based on 

Kastoria. . 
9 Division in South' East. 

"A" Corps-Headquarters Argos Orestikon 
1 Division facing we~t,based on Nestorion. 
8 Division facing north, based on ~onitsa . 

. Army Reserve· , 
15 Division south of Argos Orestikon. 
11 Infantry Brigade south of Argas Orestikon. 
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214 Hellenic Interlude 

Cover Plan. 
The plan of campaign adopted by the Greek General Staff was to attack 

a~d dear the Vitsi area first and then deal with Grammos. 
In order to mislead the enemy into thinking that Grammos would be the 

first objective of the G~G.S. and so prevent,his reinforcing Vitsi from Grainmos, 
an attack was launched by "A" Corps on the Grammos front on August 2 with 
limited objectives. ' 

, 1 Division captured Tsarno but was subsequently driven off, 
8 Division launched a limited offensive north of Konitsa which had 

partial success. 
The operations lasted till August7~ Casualties were fairly heavy, 1 Division 

ryceiving some 400 casualties and 8 Division some 80. 
Though the operations failed.in their tactical objectives, the strategic~ffect 

was obtained and Vitsi" was not reinforced. ' , 

VITSIOPERATIONS 

OnAugust 10 Operation "Torch," the attack on th~ Vitsi stronghold by "B" 
Corps started at 10.30 hours. ' 

2 Division from ,the east made substantial advances capturing strategic 
PO~J1ts. At 20.00 hours the same da:y, 3 (Commando) Division followed by 10 
Division attacked .northwards from' the south. At the same time one 
Commando Brigade followed by 11 Division advancing east passed through 
2 Division' and captured Tsouka. 

The advance continued during the '11th and .l2th, and.on 12th Lessits 
was captured after hard fighting. . 

,In the meaptime9 Division whose role was to advancendrthwards along the 
borde:!," and cut the escape routes of the enemy into Albania had started but its 
a<ivance was slow~ partly due ;to shelling from within Albania. 

The successes in the north and centre however resulted in the overrunning of 
thewholeVitsi area and on August 15 bandit resistance collapsed. ' 

GRAMMOS OPERATIONS 

Immediately after the victory at Vitsithe G.N.A. was regrouped as follows: 
'~A" Corps w~s allotted the role of attack in G'rammos, with the following 

formations: . 
9 Division in the north facing West and south. 
1 Division based on Nestorion, facing west. 
3 Commando Division in support of 1 Division .. 
15 Division south of 1 Division and facing west opposite Tsouma. 
77 Infantry Brigade south of }5 Division 1,.- , h' Id' 1 ' 

D· ... f" h b 'cl K' f m ao mg ro e. 8 IVlSlOn' acmgn.ort, ase on ,omtsa" ',,' ( 
"B" Corps containing Vitsi area with 2 Division and 10 Division. , 
The attack started on 25th with 9 Divisionpushing west along the Albanian 

frontier. 1 Pivision attacked in the Tsarno-Papouli area and made the opening 
for 3 (Commando) Division t~ pass through. 
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In the. centre 15 D~vision attacked the Tsouma Grammos ridge. Here 
enemy resIstance was stIffest and progress was comparatively slow ..... 

The main feature of the operation was the rapid advance·of 9 Division which 
turned south down the Albanian border. This success was exploited by the: 
transference of a Brigade from 15 Division to 9 Division and res\llted in the 
captureof"Crammosand Kollkouli. Enemy resistance was broken by the night 
of August 28. " . . . . •... 

MEDICAL ARRANGEMEN'D3 

Routes of Evacuation. \ 
(<Z) The line of evacuation for all these formations exclusive· of 8 Division was 

through Kozani. Then.c~ ': . 
(i) by road to Salonika. , 

(ii) by road to Verroia and by ambulance rail coach to Salonika. 
(iii) by air to Athens, Salonika or uarissa., , 

8 Division casualties were evacuated through Konitsa to Joahniria (Yannina), 
and thence byroad to Preveza and ship to Patras or by air to Athens,9rLarissa. 

In addition therevy~s direct air evaC\latioll from Argos Orestikori(K,astoria), 
Florina and Joannina to Athens, Salonika or Lariss:;t .. 
(i) Evacuation from Forward Areas. . ' 

Evacuation from tl;1e firing line took'the normal foril1 of hand clmi:;tge by 
Unit or Field Ambulance stretcher bearers or by mule carriage. 

The C.N.A. have only one Field Ambulance with each Division." In the 
,immensely difficult terrain in which the operations took place, the lllllpbet of 
stret~her bearers available is quite inadequate. In order tciprovidehelp 
A.Ds.M.S. Divisions were empowered to obtain !he services Of 'localcivilians , 
and these numbered from 40 to' 100 in the different Divisions according to 
circumstances. One civilian was killed and one wounded while employed as 
stretcher bearers. . 

Wherever possible ambulance cars or jeeps were used as far forward as 
possible in order to,shorten the carry~ . 

In spite of the really terrible nature of the terrain, the vast majority of 
casualties reached F.S.V.s within six hours, though for some,. owing to the fall 
of night and the difficulties and .dangers inherent in evacuating over country 
not yet consolidated, the time was considerably. longer. '. 

Havingreached the.F.S.V.s the severe <;ases were taken infor operation and 
the lighter casualties evacuated furtherto the CC.S.s; In order to r~lievethe 
congestion at F:S.V.s in many cases A.Ds.M.S. Divisions organizedpost!l in front. 
ofF.S.V.s where lightly wounded could .be diverted from theF.S .. U.sdirect to 
C.C.S.s. .. ." .... ; , .. 

Post operative cases were retained in F.S.U.s till fit for eva<;uation,.generally 
some forty-eigh~ hours, but chests and bellies and very severe woulld!;l of the, 
trunk or limbs which had been. severely shocked were kept for seven to ten days. 
At Nestorion" where two very busy F.S.v.s were sited, accomm9dationwas 
limited, the number of gravely wounded caused on occasi~ns grave anxiety and 
exi:ra tented accommodation, equipped with beds, mattresses. sheets alldplllows 

15 
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216 Hellenic Interlude 

iristeadofstretchers which had been the original "reserve" beds were eventually 
installed. In the event they proved unnecessary. 

(h) Evacuation from C.C.S. a;ndField Hospitals. 

It was apparent from the disposition of the forces that 202 C.C.S .. Kastoria 
would be the hub of . the operations from the medical point of view since 
wounded from all the Divisionsof."B" Corps excluding 2 Division and parts of 
11 Division would drain into Kastoria. The C.C.S. was sited in a small hospital 
building and did not readily admit of expansion. By the use of tents and 
annexes, bed accommodation up to 400 'was provided. This was not really 
sufficient and it necessitated the dos est watch on evacuation and the maximum 
use of evacuation facilities. 

Evacuation of the moreEghtly wounded by convoy to Kozani amounted to 
200 each morning during the days of stress and on occasions a supplementary 
evacuation of some 80-100 had to be arranged in the afternoon. 

(ii'l) Air EVlJfuations. ' 
In addition use was made of air evacuation for the more serious cases fit to . .' . 

travel. There was some initial delay in getting evacuation going, but urgent 
representations as to the ,vital necessity for keeping forward' hospitals cleared, 
eventuated in two Dakotas arriving at Argos Orestikon for evacuation from .. 
Kastoria on the. 13th and two at Florina on the same day. 

Thereafter two planes a day arrived at Argos Orestikon for the remaindei' 
of the Vitsi operations. 

For the Grammos, operations three planes daily were allotted specifically for 
'medical evacuation with a further call on four more in the event of necessity. 
These proved unnecessary and not more than two a day were required fr~:Hn 
Argos Orestikon (Kastoria). 

(b) Use ofP.S.U.s:- F.S.U.s were whenever possible deployed in pairs. In 
order to effect this it was necessary on occasions to switch units temporarily from 
Divisions less heavily engaged: This policy has much to recommend it. It 
enables the 6peratingstaff to obtain some reSt and sleep. There is no doubt 
the work deteriorates when surgeons attempt to carry on for twenty-four or 
forty-eight hours without rest. . 

As the advance continued in some Divisions, one of the pair was pushed 
farther forward and further "leap-frog" advances were contemphlted. The 

. collapse of enemy resistance precluded the necessity for these moves. 
The F.S.U.s proved of immense value and were undoubtedly instrumental 

in saving a great many lives. The standard of surgery in all these units (and in 
. the forward hospitals) was very high indeed. The mortality rate of those 

operated on was under one per cent-a notable figure when on.e considers that 
the Greek soldier's toughness enables a higher proportion of wounded men to 
reach the F.S.U.s alive than, I venture to think; would be the case in other 

,armies. It is a tribute both to the surgeons and nur!?lng staffs .. and to the heroic 
stoicism and powers of endurance of the Greek soldiers. . 
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G. E. MaeAlevey ·21,7 

(e) Forward Hospitals. The following expansions to forward hospitals were 
carried out in preparation for the operations: 

Florina 428 Military Hospital from 100 'to 300 beds 
Konitsa 410 Military Hospital from 100 to. 200 beds 
Joannina 406 Military Hospital from 300 to 430 beds 
Kastoria 202 C.C.S. from 200 to 400 beds 
Koiani 20tC.C.S. from 200 t9 500 ht:ds 

The actual Vitsi operations started on August 10 but during the previous 
week 202 C.C.S. Kastoriahad received some 400 wounded, as a result of the 
"cover plan" operations of 2 Division. 
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During the four days nth to 14th, 202 C.C.S. Kastoria received,vver.800 
casualties; during the period 10th and 13th, 428 Military Hospital Florina 
received some 500.' - , 

Although the surgical potential at 202 C.C.S. had been increased to 3 surgi-:al 
teams, it became evident that the strain on these w~s too great and a further 
complete team was flown from Salonika on August 14: . 
'. In addition Civilian aid was called in. For' the Grammos operations' five 
su.rgeons were in operation at 202 C.C,S. and they were fully emp16yea ' 

From 25th t0291h some 1,200 wounded were received in 202 C.C.S: Of these 
nearly 600 were received in the first twenty-four hours and onl/idtensive 
organization of all evacuation facilities prevented a serious breakdown. . 

(d) Blood Transfusion.-Blood was available as required from Athens and 
in addition "ad hoc" Transfusion Teams were formed'. F.S.U.s and forward 
hospital!! organized their own blood banks from the civil .population. There 
was never at any time or place a shortage of blood. 

There was at one period a scarcity of glucose saline at 202 C.C.S.,. but this 
was quickly remedied on signalling Athens. . ., 

,COMMENT 

.. Though the present ORBAT of the Medical Service proved adequate to the 
severe trial it underwent during those operations, it is to be remembered tbat 
the G.N.A. was fighting in its own country-there was civilian help available 
for the carriage of wounded, static military hospitals were already in being 
close to the front and tbe local population, particularly boy scouts and girl 
guides, gave invaluable help at these hospitals: There can be no question, 
however, that the medical cover for a Division is-inadequate for anything but a 
bandit war. With only one. field ainbul~nce it is. quite impossible for the 
A.D.M.S. of a Division to conserve divisional manpower.· There is nowhere 
to keep the trivial wounded and sick. A man. who is unfit to march and carry 
his rifle is a drag on his unit and even though he requires only three or four 
days to. put him right he must leave his un~t. This being so, he had to be 

. evacuated. It was impossible to keep him at the C.C.S.s of forward hospitals, 
the beds were needed for serious cases and in the event he found himself in 
the stream of evacua~ion cluttering up the L. of C. and landing up eventually 
in Athens or Salonika. There is very real need for an increase in the medical 
cover for a Divlslon either by increasing to three field ambulances or by the 
addition of an F.D.S. . / 

o POST-WAR DEVELOPMENTS 

The victories of Vitsi and Grammos proved decisive. The defection of Yugo
slavia was a serious blow to bandit plans and the bandit war was called off . 

. The post-war period has been occupied with the gradual reduction of the 
Greek Army accompanied by intensive formation training .. This reduction has 
of course been reflected in the reduction of hospital beds and the handing back 
of requisitioned buildings used as war-tim"e hospitals for their original purposes. 
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The. Greek Medical Services are now facing similar problems to those which 
confronted our own after the ' cessation of hostilities. Many of the Reservist . 
Officers. are being released from service and among them a large number of 
specialisrts. . 

The regular s.adre of,' officers have had no opportunity' for specialist study 
and overseas training during the past ten years, hence there is a grave shortage 
of specialist officers of all types. The training of specialist officers is perhaps 
th~most'vital requirement at the moment for the Greek Army Medical Service.' 

Mention has been made of the institution of an Army School of Nurses. 
Greece is woeiully short of trained nurses. There were in the Army only five 
trained nurses of the Regular Service. A number, quite inadequate, of civilian 
nurses illsp~red from civilian needs were brought into military hospitals but 
a great part of the riursing of the wounded soldiers devolved on what are known 
as "practical" ,nurses who are quite without scientific training, and are un
trained volunteers. 

To provide an adequate service for the Greek Army steps were taken to 
form. "Queen Frederika's Royal Army Nursing Corps" on the model of the 
Q~A.R.A.N.C. and a school tor training tadetsfor this Corps was formed with 
the active help of the Hellenic Red Cross. 

A British Nursing Officer of the Q.A.R.A.N.C. was installed as Supervisor 
to the . school and training is carried on,on the lines of the' British system: . 

. The curriculum is of three years and the diploma is recognized by the Greek 
Nursing . Council. The cadets on qualifying are to become commissioned 
officers. The status of the professiorial'nurse is not high in Greece. In order 
to ensure due recognition of their standing insistence was made on their receiv
ing commissioned rank. It is hoped thereby not only to attract the best types 

. and to form a Corps which will uphold the dignity of the profession, but also 
to encourage the raising of ;;the status of the professional nurse throughout 
Greece. The school has now been operating for three 'years and some sixty 
cadets have been under training, of which twenty third-year students have now 
qualified. 

Unfortunately owing to a: delay in the passage of the law for the formation 
of the "Queen Frederika's Royal Army Nursing Corps" they; have not yet been 
commissioned into the new Corps, but it is hoped that this will take place 
shortly. '. 

With the ending of hostilities the.emphasishas shifted to the question of 
the rehabilitation of the wounded and maimed. 

It had long been realized that the need for rehabilitation was a crying one . 
. Rehabilitation was almost unknown ill Greece~ At the instig-ation of the B.M.M. 
a l1d under the auspice~ of the British Council and British Medical Association, 
Mr. St. John Buxton, F~R.C.S., paid a visit to Greece in March 1949 to give 
advice and help on the question of orthopredic surgery and the aftertreatmel1t 
of the disabled. 

As a result of these years of war there are many soldiers suffering Jrom 
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terrible injuries of bones and joints, many paraplegics and many thousands of 
amputees, victims of the '·Scq.u" mine. Supported by the strong recommenda
tions of Mr. Buxton, with the active co-operation of H.M. the Queen of the 
Hellenes who donated ,a sum of three billion drachmre for -the purpose, and 
with the generous assistance of the Public Health Departmellt of E.C.A. it has 
b~en possible to form a Rehabilitation Centre of 300 beds with a well equipped 
physiotherapy department and ample reha.bilitation equipment. 

The Centre was opened in October and though its formation representeq a 
great step forward it was realized that much yet remained to be done. In 
consequence·a further visit by Mr.Buxton was arranged for November 1949. 
As a result of his recommendations it is now hoped to extend the work of 
Rehabilitation by the formation of a Rehabilitation Service, with a subsidiary 
Centre at Salonika, operating at first under the Ministry of War,' but destined 
eventually to become a National Service under a civilian Ministry to cater for 
both military and civilian needs. ' 

Physiotherapists are very scarce nor is there in Greece any recognized school 
of physiotherapy. Measures are in hand to establish under Government aus
pices a recognized school of physiotherapy, the training staff of which will ,be 
partly ,American and partly British. 

Linked up with the question of Rehabilitation has been the problem of the 
supply of artificial limbs. The services of a technical expert from our own 
great centre' at Roehampton have, by the courtesy of the British Ministry of , 
Pensions, been acquired for help and advice in the reorganization of the Greek 
artificial Limb factories in order to improve the standard of the articles made 
and to increase production. 

This gentleman paid a short visit in March 1949 at the request of the 
Mission and a more prolonged visit of some three months, at the end of 1949 
and during the early months of 1950, workingi~ conjunction with the Greek 
Recovery Programme Co-ordination Office, arid there is no doubt, that his, 
services will be of immense help towards solving the urgent problem of supply
ing to the sufferers of the bandit wars the limbs and appliances which will 
enable them to take their part again in the national life. 

If I may be allowed to end on a personal note, two things stand out as 
unforgettable memOl'ies, of my GreeK tour. The first is the stoicism, courage 
~and endurance of the Greek wounded soldier. His toughness of fibre, his 
cheerful endurance of pain and his ,obstinate refusal to give up the fight for life 
were undoubtedly contributing factors in the remarkably low mortality rate 
amon~ the wounded. 

Of the second matter I would say this. In an appointment of this nature 
which of its essence involves the constant collaboration ~ith officers of a foreig-n 
army, there are bound to be times when differences of oninion may arise; when 
the national angles of approach 'differ and when the minor misunderstandings 
and irritations imposed by de~lin~ through internreters, a procedure which pre
cludes the'subtler nuances of meaning, tend to induce a rise in temperature. 
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It is a tribute which I pay gratefully to the charm and unfailing courtesy of the 
Greek Officers and officials with whom I have had to deal that these things have 
never obscured the sense of real liking and friendship which has at an times 
,pervaded my relationship with them. 

I am indebtedto Colonel J. M. Mackenzie, C.R.E.; M.C. (for whose efforts 
on its behalf during two years the Greek Medical Service owes a very large 
debt of gratitude), for hi~ kindness in supplying me with certain material for 
this article. 
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